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Model-Based Image Segmentation Using LoalSelf-Adapting Separation CriteriaRobert HanekLehrstuhl f�ur Bildverstehen und Wissensbasierte Systeme,Forshungsgruppe Bildverstehen (FG BV),Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhen, Germanyhttp://www9.in.tum.de/people/hanek/Abstrat. In this paper we address the problem of model-based imagesegmentation by �tting deformable models to the image data. From un-ertain a priori knowledge of the model parameters an initial probabilitydistribution of the model edge in the image is obtained. From the viin-ity of the surmised edge loal statistis are learned for both sides of theedge. These loal statistis provide loally adapted riteria to distinguishthe two sides of the edge even in the presene of spatially hanging prop-erties suh as texture, shading, or olor. Based on the loal statistis themodel parameters are iteratively re�ned using a MAP estimation. Exper-iments with RGB images show that the method is apable of ahievinghigh subpixel auray and robustness even in the presene of texture,shading, lutter, and partial olusion.1 IntrodutionDeformable models, also known as snakes or ative ontours [10℄, have beenproven as an eÆient way to inorporate appliation-spei� a priori knowledgeinto omputer vision algorithms. For example, in order to segment a bone ina medial image or in order to visually trak a person, models desribing thepossible ontours of the objets of interest are used [16, 11, 4℄. The parametersof the models speify objet properties suh as the pose, size, and shape. Theproblem of estimating parameters of urve models from images not only hasappliations in low-level vision suh as image segmentation and traking butalso in high-level vision suh as 3-D pose estimation, amera alibration, 3-Dreonstrution, and objet reognition.In this paper we propose a novel method for estimating the parameters ofdeformable edge models from image data. This method an also be applied tohigh-level problems suh as 3-D reonstrution and pose estimation. However,here we fous on model-based image segmentation. (An example for 3-D poseestimation is also given.) Due to the high number of publiations on imagesegmentation in the following only a few aspets of the relevant work an bereeted.



a.) b.) .)Fig. 1. Mug in front of an inhomogeneous bakground: a.) original olor image,b.) olor edges deteted by a gradient-based approah (C. Steger [21℄). The mug andthe bakground are not well separated due to the edges within both regions. .) ylinderontour �tted to the image data by the proposed CCD algorithm: despite the inhomo-geneity of the mug and the bakground the estimated ontour (blak) mathes exatlythe mug's ontour. (red: initialization)1.1 Previous WorkThe body of work on image segmentation an be roughly lassi�ed into three at-egories: (i) edge-based segmentation, (ii) region-based segmentation, and(iii) methods integrating edge-based and region-based segmentation.(i) Edge-based segmentation (whih is also referred as boundary-basedsegmentation) relies on disontinuities of image data. Methods for di�erent edge-pro�les, i.e. types of disontinuities, exist (e.g. step-edge [2, 17, 5℄, roof-edge [2,17℄, others [2, 17℄). The problem of edge-based segmentation is that in pratieusually the edge-pro�le is not known. Furthermore, the pro�le often varies heav-ily along the edge aused by e.g. shading and texture. Due to these diÆultiesusually a simple step-edge is assumed and the edge detetion is performed basedon a maximum image gradient. In Fig. 1a the olor values on either side of themug's ontour are not onstant even within a small viinity. Hene, methodsmaximizing the image gradient have diÆulties to separate the mug and thebakground, see Fig. 1b.(ii) Region-based segmentation methods suh as [25, 7℄ rely on the ho-mogeneity of spatially loalized features (e.g. RGB values). The underlying ho-mogeneity assumption is that the features of all pixels within one region arestatistially independently distributed aording to the same probability densityfuntion. Contrary to edge-based methods region-based methods do not requirean edge-pro�le. Furthermore, they are able to exploit higher statistial momentsof the distributions. Hene, regions whih have the same mean feature but dif-ferent ovarianes (e.g. aused by texture) an be separated. However often theunderlying assumption of a spatially onstant probability density funtion perregion does not hold. In Fig. 1a the distributions of the RGB values of the mugand the bakground depend on the loations within the image.(iii) Integrating methods: espeially in reent years methods have beenpublished whih aim to overome the individual shortomings of edge-based



and region-based segmentation by integrating both segmentation priniples [22,18, 6, 9℄. These methods seek a tradeo� between an edge-based riterion, e.g.the magnitude of the image gradient, and a region-based riterion evaluatingthe homogeneity of the regions. However, it is questionable whether a tradeo�between the two riteria yields reasonable results when both the homogeneityassumption and the assumption regarding the edge pro�le do not hold as in Fig.1a. Model-based methods optimize the �t between the model and the image data.Global optimizationmethods like dynami programming [1℄ and Monte Carlooptimization (partile �lters, ondensation algorithm [4℄) are very suessfullyused (e.g., for traking). However, dynami programming requires a disretiza-tion of the searh spae, whih leads to a limited auray, and partile �ltersshow a very slow onvergene if the sensor noise is low [23℄.Loal optimization methods may ahieve a fast, i.e. quadrati, onver-gene. Approahes aiming to inrease the area of onvergene suh as [13, 24℄are edge-based. For methods maximizing the gradient, the area of onvergenedepends on the window size used to ompute the spatial derivatives. Sale-spaetheory provides means for automati sale seletion [12℄. However, blurring theimage data eliminates useful high frequeny information. Several segmentationmethods integrate di�erent image ues suh as texture and olor or brightness[3, 14, 15, 22℄.1.2 Main ContributionsThe main ontributions of this paper are as follows:1.) Loal self-adapting separation riteria are used in order to distin-guish adjaent regions: while other methods use ertain �xed riteria (e.g. imagegradients, homogeneity riteria, or ombinations) to separate adjaent regions,we use loal self-adapting separation riteria. These riteria are based on lo-al statistis of pixel features obtained from the viinity of the surmised urve.These riteria allow to separate the two sides of an edge even in the presene ofspatially hanging properties, suh as hanging texture, olor, or shading. Forthe omputation of the required loal statistis an eÆient method is proposed.2.) A �t between image data and a `blurred model' is proposed:in order to inrease the apture range, gradient-based methods typially �t themodel to a blurred image. We take the opposite approah. We use non-blurredimage data and a `blurred model'. Instead of optimizing the relation be-tween blurred image data and a single vetor of model parameters we optimizethe relation between the non-blurred image data and a probability distributionof model parameters. The advantages are as follows: (i) the apture range isenlarged aording to the loal unertainties of the model urve whih signi�-antly improves the onvergene. (ii) Optimizing the �t between an image and a`blurred model' is in general omputationally heaper than blurring the image.(iii) High frequeny information of the image data an be used.Overview of the paper: the reminder of this paper is organized as follows:in setion 2 an overview of the here proposed Contrating Curve Density (CCD)



algorithm is given. Setions 3 and 4 desribe the two main steps of the CCDalgorithm. Setion 5 ontains an experimental evaluation and �nally in setion6 a onlusion is given.2 Overview of the Contrating Curve Density (CCD)AlgorithmThe here proposed CCD algorithm estimates the parameters of urve modelsfrom image data. The CCD algorithm an roughly be haraterized as an exten-sion of the EM algorithm [8℄ using additional knowledge. The additional knowl-edge onsists of: (i) a urve model, whih desribes the set of possible boundariesbetween adjaent regions, and (ii) a model of the imaging proess. The CCD al-gorithm, depited in Fig. 2, performs the iteration of two steps, whih roughlyorrespond to the two steps of the EM algorithm:1. Loal statistis of image data are learned from the viinity of theurve. These statistis loally haraterize the two sides of the edge urve. 2.From these statistis the estimation of the model parameters is re�ned byoptimizing the separation of the two sides. This re�nement in turn leads in thenext iteration step to an improved statistial haraterization of the two sides.During the proess the unertainty of the model parameters dereases. Thereby,the probability density of the urve in the image ontrats to a single edgeestimate. Therefore, we all the algorithm Contrating Curve Density (CCD)algorithm.Input: the input of the CCD algorithm onsists of the image data I� and theurve model. The image data are loal features, e.g. RGB values, given for eahpixel of the image. The urve model onsists of two parts: 1.) a di�erentiableurve funtion  desribing the model edge urve in the image as a funtion of themodel parameters �, 2.) a Gaussian a priori distribution p(�) = p(� jm��;���)of the model parameters �, de�ned by the mean m�� and the ovariane ���.(The supersript � indiates input data.) Depending on the appliation the quan-titiesm�� and ��� may be obtained for example from a training set, by a humaninitialization, or from a predition over time.Output: the output of the algorithm onsists of the estimate m� of themodel parameters � and the ovariane �� desribing the unertainty of theestimate. The estimate m� and the ovariane �� de�ne a Gaussian approxi-mation p(� jm�;��) of the posterior density p(� j I�).Initialization: the estimatem� of the model parameters and the assoiatedovariane �� are initialized using the mean m�� and ovariane ��� of the apriori distribution. The fator 1, e.g. 1 = 9, inreases the initial unertaintyand thereby enlarges the apture range of the CCD algorithm. The followingtwo setions desribe the two basi steps of the CCD algorithm.3 Learn Loal Statistis (Step 1)In setion 3.1 the viinity of the surmised image urve is omputed. For pixelswithin the viinity loal statistis of the image data are omputed in setion 3.2



Contrating Curve Density (CCD) algorithmInput: image data I�, di�erentiable urve funtion , mean m�� and ovariane ���Output: estimate m� of model parameters and assoiated ovariane ��Initialization: mean m� =m��, ovariane �� = 1 ����repeat1. learn loal statistis of image data from the viinity of the urve(a) ompute pixels v in viinity V of the image urve from , m� and ��8v 2 V ompute vague assignment av(m�;��) to the sides of the urve(b) 8v 2 V ompute loal statistis Sv of image data I�V2. re�ne estimation of model parameters(a) update mean m� by performing one iteration step of MAP estimation:m� = argminm� �2(m�) with�2(m�) = �2 ln[p(IV = I�V j aV(m�;��);SV)��p(m� j m��;���)℄(b) updated ovariane �� from Hessian of �2(m�)until hanges of m� and �� are small enoughPost-proessing: estimate ovariane �� from Hessian of �2(m�)return mean m� and ovariane ��Fig. 2. The CCD algorithm iteratively re�nes a Gaussian a priori density p(�) =p(� j m��;���) of model parameters to a Gaussian approximation p(� j m�;��) ofthe posterior density p(� j I�).3.1 Compute Viinity of the Image Curve (Step 1a)The Gaussian distribution of model parameters p(� jm�;��) and the modelurve funtion  de�ne a probability distribution of the edge urve in the im-age. This urve distribution vaguely assigns pixels in the viinity of the sur-mised urve to one side of the urve. We de�ne the assignment av(m�;��) =(av;1(m�;��); av;1(m�;��))T of a pixel v as a funtion of the mean m� andovariane ��. The �rst omponent av;1 2 [0; 1℄ desribes to whih extent pixelv is expeted to be inuened by side 1 of the urve. The seond omponent isthe equivalent for side 2 given by av;2 = 1�av;1. Here we model a standard CCDimagine devie, whih integrates the radiane funtion over the photosensitiveelements of the pixel [2℄. The value av;1 denotes the fration of the photosensitiveelement whih belongs on average to side 1.By Vu we denote the set of possible edge pixels v, i.e. pixels whih are notlearly assigned to one side. For these pixels v 2 Vu the assignment must bere�ned. By Vs we denote the set of pixels whih are quite surely assigned to oneside but whih are lose to pixels in Vu. From pixels in Vs loal statistis arelearned in step 1b. In step 1a the viinity V = Vu [ Vs of the surmised urve isdetermined. For all pixels v in V the vague assignments av are omputed. Fig. 5row b depits the omponents av;1 of the assignments for di�erent iterations.



Furthermore, loal urve oordinates (dv ; d?v )T are determined, whih arebetter suited to desribe the viinity of the urve than image oordinates. The�rst omponent dv is the displaement (signed distane) to the mean urve, i.e.the urve spei�ed by the mean parameter vetor m�. The seond omponentd?v denotes the perpendiular oordinate, the position of v along the urve. Allpixels in V are sorted aording to the oordinate d?v , whih allows a moreeÆient omputation in the following step 1b. Exploiting the fat that adjaentpixels have similar oordinates this sorting an be done eÆiently.3.2 Compute Loal Statistis (Step 1b)For the two sides separated by the urve loal statistis of the image features arelearned from the already quite surely assigned pixels. We assume that the loalstatistial properties of both sides may vary along the urve. This assumptionis related to the approah of Ronfard [20℄. The author partitions the viinity ofthe urve into stripes perpendiular to the urve and assumes within a stripeonstant statistis for eah side of the urve.In order to avoid the disretization involved in this approah, we model theside statistis as a funtion of the position along the urve.1 For eah oordinated?v with v 2 V two sets of pixels are used in order to ompute loal statistisS(d?v ) of the two sides. The pixels p within suh a set are weighted by heuristiweights wp;s(d?v ). The index s 2 f1; 2g indiates one of the two sides of theurve. Fig. 3 depits the weights wp;1(d?v ) and wp;2(d?v ) for di�erent pixels p anda �xed urve oordinate d?v . (Pixel v is the pixel for whih harateristi statistiS(d?v ) should be learned.) Pixels p whih are too lose to the surmised urve orpixels whih are on the wrong side have a weight equal or lose to zero. Pixelswhih are too far from the surmised urve also have a low weight. Furthermore,the weight dereases exponentially with the distane �d?(v; p) =j d?v � d?p j,the distane along the urve between the pixels v and p. The size of the windowadapts to the unertainty of the urve, i.e. for a big unertainty the window iswider than for a small unertainty. Compare e.g. the left and the right side inFig. 3. Row  in Fig. 5 depits the weights of one side for di�erent iterations.Contrary to Fig. 3, in Fig. 5 the weights are not depited for a �xed position d?valong the urve but for the position d?p whih yields the maximum weight.The statistis Sv = S(d?v ) ontain for both sides s 2 f1; 2g the �rst andseond order moments of the image feature vetors I�p weighted by wp;s(d?v ).2 Thetime omplexity of the omputation of Sv for a single pixel v is O(Nv) where Nvdenotes the number of pixels p with a non-zero weight wp;s(d?v ). An independentomputation of Sv for all unertainly assigned pixels v 2 Vu would result in atime omplexity of O(Pv2Vu Nv). We ompute simultaneously the statistis Svfor all v 2 Vu with a time omplexity of O(jVj) where jVj is the number of pixelsin the viinity V of the urve omputed in step 1a. This liner time omplexityis possible due to the sorting of pixels v in V aording to d?v (see step 1a)1 In addition, the proposed approah di�ers from Ronfard's approah in the statistisused to separate the two sides and in the way the statistis are obtained.2 In future work we might investigate the usability of other statistial models.



Fig. 3. Contour plot of the windows (weights) used to ompute loal statistis: the threeroughly parallel lines (red) desribe the surmised position and unertainty (�-interval)of the urve. For the pixels on the perpendiular line (straight blak) loal statistis Svare omputed from the two depited windows. The windows are adapted in size andshape to the surmised urve and its unertainty.and the hoie of the weights wp;s(d?v ). The weights depend exponentially onthe distane �d?(v; p) along the urve whih allows for a reursive omputationand thereby yields a signi�ant speedup.4 Re�ne the Estimation of Model Parameters (Step 2)In this step the estimation of the model parameters is re�ned using the vaguepixel assignments av(m�;��) and the loal statistis Sv obtained in step 1.4.1 Observation ModelFirst we desribe our observation model, the assumed probabilisti relation be-tween the model parameters � and the image data I. We model the featurevetor Iv of a pixel v 2 V as a weighted sum of two random variables Iv;1 andIv;2: Iv = ~av;1 � Iv;1 + ~av;2 � Iv;2 where (1)~av = (~av;1; ~av;2)T = (~av;1; 1� ~av;1)T (2)and ~av;1 2 [0; 1℄. The random variables Iv;1 and Iv;2 orrespond to the twosides of the urve and are assumed to be distributed aording to the statistisof the orresponding side. The quantity ~av;1 desribes whih fration of the



photosensitive area of pixel v lies at side 1. The linear relation assumed in (1)orresponds to the sensor model used by Baker et al. [2℄. The authors modelthe spatial disretization of the imaging devie by onsidering a sub-retangle ofeah sensor pixel. We use equation (1) for RGB values. For other features, givenin di�erent olor spaes (e.g. YUV) or texture desriptors, equation (1) may besubstituted by a non-linear relation.The loal statistis Sv obtained in step 1b ontain the �rst and seond loalmoments of the two sides of the urve. The �rst moments are the loal meanvetors mv;1 and mv;2. From the mean vetors and the seond moments theloal ovarianes �v;1 and �v;2 an be obtained. We model the distributions ofthe random variables Iv;1 and Iv;2 by two Gaussian distributions. Their meanvetors and ovarianes are estimated by the mean vetors (mv;1 andmv;2) andovarianes (�v;1 and�v;2) learned from the viinity of pixel v. Despite Gaussiandistributions are used, also regions with loal multi-modal distributions an beseparated, see the experiments. Due to the linear relation in (1), we obtain for thefeature vetor Iv a Gaussian probability density p(Iv j mv;�v). The estimatesof the mean vetor mv and ovariane �v are given bymv = ~av;1mv;1 + ~av;1mv;2 (3)�v = ~av;1�v;1 + ~av;1�v;2: (4)For the sake of an intuitive notation we de�nep(Iv j ~av ;Sv) := p(Iv jmv;�v): (5)The notation p(Iv j ~av;Sv) indiates that the distribution of the feature vetorIv depends on the side fration ~av and the loal statistis Sv .The assignments ~av depend on the model parameters �. We estimate themodel parameters � by simultaneously optimizing the assignments ~av for allpixels in the viinity V of the urve. The probability density p(IV j ~aV(�);SV )of observing the image data IV in V subjeted to the model parameters � anbe estimated by p(IV j ~aV(�);SV) = Yv2V p(Iv j ~av(�);Sv): (6)The index v indiates quantities of a single pixel v. Analogously, the index Vindiates quantities of all pixels v in V . For neighboring pixels similar windowsare used in order to estimate the loal statistis Sv . Hene, in (6) feature vetorsof pixels on the same side of the urve are modeled as orrelated. The intensityof the orrelation depends on the overlap of the windows. Equation (6) takesonly pixels into aount whih are in the viinity V of the urve. Pixels outsideV are not used.4.2 Update the Mean (Step 2a)MAP Estimation: using the observation density derived in (6) the MAP esti-mate b� of the model parameters � an be written asb� = argmax� F (�) with (7)



F (�) = p(IV = I�V j ~aV(�);SV) �p(� jm��;���) (8)where I�V denotes the sensed image data in the urve viinity V andp(� jm��;���) denotes the Gaussian a priori density. The optimization of theprodut an be transformed into the numerially more favorable optimization ofa sum by b� = argmin� ~�2(�) with (9)~�2(�) = �2 ln[p(IV = I�V j ~aV(�);SV ) �p(� jm��;���)℄: (10)Due to the nature of an imaging sensor the optimization in (9) is not trivial.An imaging sensor performs a spatial disretization of the sene whih auses anon-smooth relation between the image data, e.g. RGB values, and the modelparameters. For most pixels v the assignments (inuenes) ~av;1 are equal to 1 or0. Only for the edge pixels the partial derivatives of ~av;1 for the model parameters� are not zero. The objetive funtion ~�2 typially has points with high urvatureor even points of disontinuity, see Fig. 4. Hene, gradient-desent optimizationmethods suh as Newton-Iteration have a very limited area of onvergene.Fitting a `Blurred Model': in order to obtain a smooth objetive funtion,evaluating the �t between the image data and a single vetor of model parame-ters, usually the image data are blurred, e.g. [10℄. We take the opposite approah.We use non-blurred image data and a `blurred' model. Our objetive funtiontakes the unertainty of the estimated model parameters into aount by eval-uating the �t between the non-blurred image data and a Gaussian distributionof model parameters.The advantages are as follows: (i) the apture range is enlarged aordingto the unertainty of the model parameters. For parts of the urve with a highunertainty the apture range is enlarged more than for parts with a smallerunertainty. (ii) Optimizing the �t between an image and a `blurred model' is ingeneral omputationally heaper than blurring the image. (iii) Obviously, with-out blurring high frequeny information, e.g. the loal ovarianes of the RGBvalues, an be used. The ovarianes are important espeially for the harater-ization of texture.The disontinuities of the derivatives of ~�2 are aused by the non-smoothassignments ~av(�). We substitute ~av(�) by the vague assignment av(m�;��)obtained in step 1a. While ~av(�) is the assignment for a single vetor of modelparameters, av(m�;��) is the expetation of the assignment for a Gaussiandistribution of model parameters. If the mean m� approahes � and the o-variane �� approahes the zero matrix then av(m�;��) approahes ~av(�).For a non-zero ovariane �� the funtion av(�;��) is a smooth approximationof ~av(�). After eah iteration the norm of the ovariane matrix is redued instep 2b and thereby the smoothing is redued. Fig. 4 illustrates the resultingobjetive funtion for di�erent unertainties (levels of smoothing).We interpret the estimate b� of the model parameters � as the mean m�of a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution. Therefore, in the
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Fig. 4. Detetion of an edge in an 1-D array of gray values I�: the objetive fun-tion ~�2(�) whih assesses the edge hypothesis � is non-di�erentiable. The smoothapproximations �2(m�;��), depited for �� = 0:5 and �� = 2, are di�erentiable.However, they have (slightly) di�erent global minima. The horizontal lines (left andright margins) indiate the �-interval haraterizing the distributions of the two sides.following we denote the estimate of the model parameters by m�. With thisdenotation and the substitution of ~av(�) by av(�;��) the estimate m� of themodel parameters � an be written asm� = argminm� �2(m�) with (11)�2(m�) = �2 ln[p(IV = I�V j aV(m�;��);SV) �p(m� jm��;���)℄: (12)The term �2 ln p(IV = I�V j aV(m�;��);SV) evaluates the �t between thesensed image data I�V and the Gaussian distribution of model parameters withmean m� and ovariane ��. The term �2 ln p(m� j m��;���) evaluates the�t between the estimate m� and the a priori density. In order to optimize�2(m�) only a single Newton-Iteration step is performed. Afterwards, the steps2b and 1 of the CCD algorithm are exeuted, whih yield a new evaluation�2 ln p(IV = I�V j aV(m�;��);SV) to be optimized.Fig. 5 row d depits the image data expeted by the blurred model, i.e theimage optimizing the blurred observation density p(IV j aV (m�;��);SV). Theevaluation of a �t between the image data and the blurred model does not only



depend on the di�erene between the sensed image data (row a) and the expetedimage data (row d). The evaluation of a �t depends also on the ovarianeexpeted by the blurred model. Due to the high number of ovariane elementsonly the determinants of the ovarianes are illustrated in row e.Fig. 5 row f depits the energy �2v = �2 ln p(Iv = I�v j av(m�;��);Sv) foreah pixel v, i.e. the ontribution of v to the objetive funtion �2. The energyis approximately two times the squared di�erene between the observed pixelvalue I�v (row a) and the expetation aording to the blurred model (row d)weighted by the expeted ovarianes (row e).For the estimate m� optimizing �2(m�) the partial derivatives of �2(m�)must be zero. For eah pixel in the viinity V of the urve the partial derivativeof the energy �2v an be interpreted as fores. Step 2a of the CCD algorithmseeks to �nd the estimate m� whih yields an equilibrium between the pixelfores. Fig. 5 row g depits the fores ating in the diretion perpendiular tothe surmised urve. Pixels depited as bright at in a diretion opposite to thepixels depited as dark.The area of pixels whih inuene the position of the surmised urve dependson the unertainty of the urve in the image. In Fig. 5 the initial unertaintyof the urve is big at the right side and smaller at the left side. Consequently,at the right side the area of pixels inuening the urve estimate is wider thanat the left side. However, pixels in the wider area exert on average learly lowerfores than pixels in the narrow area. Furthermore, pixels whih are lose to thesurmised urve exert on average stronger fores than pixels whih are furtherapart.The used assignments of pixels to sides of the urve are vague and adjaentsides ompete simultaneously for all unertainly assigned pixels. This allows tobridge gaps with insigni�ant or even misleading statistis and thereby inreasesthe area of onvergene.4.3 Update the Covariane (Step 2b)In step 2b the ovariane �� desribing the unertainty of the estimate m� isupdated. For the ase where the relation between the model parameters and theobservations is linear and the observation noise is Gaussian the ovariane ��of the �2-estimate m� is given by�� = 2H (13)where H denotes the Hessian of �2(m�) in the point m� minimizing �2(m�)[19℄. Sine the relation between the model parameters and the image data isnot linear, equation (13) an only be regarded as an estimate of the unertainty.Another problem arises by the way the estimate m� is obtained. In step 2aonly a single iteration step is performed. Hene, the resulting estimate m� doesnot neessarily minimize the objetive funtion �2. Therefore, we update theovariane �� by the following heuristis:�� := 2�� + 1 2H : (14)



Here 2�� is the ovariane omputed in the last iteration step saled by 2and 2H is the estimate of the ovariane aording to (13). However, here H isthe Hessian in the point m�, whih not neessarily exatly maximizes �2(m�).The parameter 2, e.g. 0.25, spei�es the maximum derease of the ovarianewithin one iteration step. If 2 is too high the ovariane delines slowly whihleads to a high number of iterations. If 2 is too small the CCD algorithm mayonverge to a wrong solution. The parameter 1 is already used in the initializa-tion and inreases the area of onvergene espeially in the presene of strongnon-linearities. At the beginning of the iteration the ovariane �� usually de-reases roughly exponentially. However, for a deteriorating estimate m�, i.e. anestimate m� whih is not as good as assumed by ��, the urvature (Hessian)of the objetive funtion dereases, see Fig. 4. This slows down the redution of�� or even inreases ��. Hene, the hane that the iteration still onverges isinreased. The steps 1 and 2 of the CCD algorithm are iterated until the hangesof the estimates m� and the assoiated ovariane �� are small enough.Post-Proessing: after the iteration the ovariane of the estimate m� isestimated by �� := 2H . Finally the estimate m� of the model parameters andthe estimate �� of the orresponding ovariane are returned.5 ExperimentsIn our experiments we apply the proposed CCD algorithm to the segmentationof two fundamental types of image features, namely (i) lines whih are radiallydistorted and (ii) irles.(i) Lines: a line is regarded as the radially distorted image of a straightline (without endpoints). We use a alibrated amera. Hene, the transformationfrom undistorted to distorted oordinates is known. The model desribing the setof all possible radially distorted lines has two parameters, namely the parametersof the undistorted line. By �tting suh a model to an image the parametersof the undistorted line an be obtained without expliitly removing the radialdistortion, e.g. by re-sampling the image.For the sake of a ground truth we �rst use semi-syntheti images. From twoimages one ombined image is obtained by taking for one side of the urve theontent of image one and for the other side of the urve the ontent of imagetwo. For pixels on the urve the pixel data are interpolated. Fig. 5 row a.) showssuh a semi-syntheti image. For di�erent iterations the estimated urves aresuperimposed on the image. During the proess the initial error is redued bymore than 99%.Fig. 6 ontains real image data. The mug has strong internal edges. Shadingauses additional variations of the mug's olor values. The bakground ontainsarea of texture as well as strong variations of the illumination. After 11 iterationsthe estimated urve is aligned to the real urve without any visible deviation.(ii) Cirles: we also apply the CCD algorithm to the segmentation of irlesparameterized by the enter point and the radius. Figs. 7 and 8 depit theiteration for two semi-syntheti images. In both ases the initial error is reduedby more than 99.8% and the �nal error is less than 5% of a pixel. However, for



iteration: error in pixels (left margin, right margin)0: 6.44, 21.45 2: -2.70, 11.62 5: 0.488, 0.013 10: 0.165, 0.011a.) I�v, image date with superimposed mean urve
b.) av;1, vague assignments for the lower side
.) wv;1, weights used to estimate the loal statistis of the lower side
d.) mv, expeted image aording to the blurred model
e.) j�v j, determinants of the expeted ovarianes aording to theblurred model, bright pixels indiate a high expeted unertainty
f.) energies, approximately proportional to the squared di�erene betweenrow a and row d weighted by the ovariane �v (see row e)
g.) fores, the intensities indiate the strengths and the diretions of thefores (bright pixels fore the urve downward, dark pixels fore it upward)
Fig. 5. Semi-syntheti image showing roses behind a wooden board: the initial erroris redued by more than 99%. See text for a detailed desription. (The images, exeptrows a and d, are individually normalized suh that the grey values are within [0,255℄.)



iteration0 (initialization) 1 11
Fig. 6. Real image, (sub-image of Fig. 1a.): the initial error of the urve is more than70 pixels (upper part). After 11 iterations the deviation between the estimated urveand the real urve is not visible.iteration: error in pixels (x, y, radius)0: 23.0, 10.0, -5.0 2: 8.39, 2.07, -6,71 10: -.025, .028, -.033
Fig. 7. Despite the inhomogeneity of the foreground and the bakground the initialerror is redued by more than 99.8%.real images with similarly omplex ontent we assume that the subpixel aurayis lower due to di�erent e�ets, suh as unknown blurring aused by the imagingdevie.Fig. 9 depits the area of onvergene for the image shown in Fig. 7. TheCCD algorithm is started with a radius whih is 5 pixels higher than the orretradius. A high initial ovariane, an uninformed a priori distribution, is usedleading to a big area of onvergene. For a small initial unertainty the imageproessing operations are foused to a small number of pixels. Hene, the area ofonvergene is usually smaller. However, for a better initialization only a smallerarea of onvergene is needed.The run time of the algorithm sales roughly linearly to the number of usedpixels. Hene, the initial unertainty has an important impat on the run time.For example on a 500 MHz omputer the �rst iteration step of Fig. 7 takes about



iteration: error in pixels (x, y, radius)0: 35.0, 20.0, -5.5 2: 6.43, 3.74, -4.93 13: -.040, -.013, -.044
Fig. 8. The irle is only partially visible. Nevertheless, the �nal error is less than 5%of a pixel.

Fig. 9. Area of onvergene for the image depited in Fig. 7. The thik line separatesall investigated onverging enter points (green) from the non-onverging enter points(red). The thin blue line is the real image irle. The area of onvergene has roughlythe size of the real irle.4s. The initial unertainty is big and roughly 10,000 pixels are used. After about5 iterations the run time is redued to less than 1s per iteration.Cylinder ontours: �nally we apply the proposed CCD algorithm to thepose estimation problem. The pose of a ylinder (a mug of known hight andradius) is estimated with respet to the amera oordinate system. The ylinder'sorientation is desribed by two Euler angles and its translation is desribedby a three-dimensional vetor. These �ve pose parameters speify the ontourof the ylinder whih is �tted to the image data. Fig. 1 depits the initial



ontour and the estimated ontour. Despite the inhomogeneity of the mug andthe bakground the estimated ontour mathes exatly the mug's ontour.6 ConlusionWe have proposed a novel method for �tting deformable models to image data.The method iteratively re�nes the a priori distribution of the model parametersto a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution.Loally adapted riteria are used in order to distinguish the two sides ofthe urve. The separation riteria are learned from loal statistis of the urve'sviinity. Pixels whih are interseted by the urve are modeled by a mixture oftwo loal distributions orresponding to the two sides of the urve. This loallyadapted statistial modeling allows to separate the two sides of the urve withhigh subpixel auray even in the presene of texture, shading, lutter, andpartial olusion.High robustness, a big area of onvergene, is ahieved by optimizing theresulting MAP riteria not only for a single vetor of model parameters butfor a distribution of model parameters. During the proess not only the modelparameters are re�ned but also the assoiated ovariane. From the ovarianethe loal unertainties of the urve are obtained whih provide the basis for theautomati and loal sale seletion.In future work we will apply the proposed CCD algorithm to other model-�tting problems suh as 3-D pose estimation, 3-D reonstrution, and objettraking.Aknowledgments: the author would like to thank Mihael Beetz, CarstenSteger, and Viswanathan Ramesh for useful disussions during the proess ofthis work.Referenes1. Amini, A., Weymouth, T., and Jain, R. Using dynami programming for solvingvariational problems in vision. PAMI 12, 9 (September 1990), 855{867.2. Baker, S., Nayar, S., and Murase, H. Parametri feature detetion. IJCV 27,1 (Marh 1998), 27{50.3. Belongie, S., Carson, C., Greenspan, H., and Malik, J. Color- and texture-based image segmentation using the expetation-maximization algorithm and itsappliation to ontent-based image retrieval. In ICCV98 (1998), pp. 675{682.4. Blake, A., and Isard, M. Ative Contours. Springer-Verlag, Berlin HeidelbergNew York, 1998.5. Canny, J. A omputational approah to edge detetion. PAMI 8, 6 (November1986), 679{698.6. Chakraborty, A., and Dunan, J. Game-theoreti integration for image seg-mentation. PAMI 21, 1 (January 1999), 12{30.7. Chesnaud, C., Refregier, P., and Boulet, V. Statistial region snake-basedsegmentation adapted to di�erent physial noise models. PAMI 21, 11 (November1999), 1145{1157.
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